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Today in luxury:

Are your beauty products toxic? A new senate bill aims to tackle unregulated ingredients

It's  been almost 80 years since Congress passed legislation to manage the beauty industry, but a new bill that was
introduced yesterday would completely change the way we regulate cosmetics, says Vogue.

Click here to read the entire story on Vogue

Hacker Artist Thomas Webb looks to the future at the Mercedes-Benz EQ home

London-born digital artist and creative hacker, Thomas Webb was one of the main attractions at the Mercedes-Benz
EQ Home, where he explored cutting edge ideas around the potential of human-focussed technology, according to
HypeBeast.

Click here to read the entire story on HypeBeast

Tesla's "amateur hour" backpedaling prompts analyst head-shaking

Tesla Inc.'s abrupt about-turn in the decision to shutter stores and slash prices raise questions about management
decisions at the electric-vehicle maker, analysts covering the stock said, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Virgil Abloh, menswear's biggest star

At the Tuileries gardens, in Paris, one recent evening, three cameramen trailed Virgil Abloh, the artistic director of
menswear at Louis Vuitton, as he surveyed the runway for his fall/winter show, per The New Yorker.
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Click here to read the entire story on The New Yorker
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